A GUIDE
TO BOG
STANDARDS

TOILET CUBICLES FOR SCHOOLS AND HIGHER EDUCATION
BY THRISLINGTON CUBICLES

THE A TO Z
OF TOILETS
we’ve been installing award-winning cubicles
for the last 20 years but we’ve only achieved
that by continually looking forward. We’re
peering into the future of educational building
design and it’s looking bright.
The government is unveiling its ‘building
schools for the future’ SCHEME. it’s the biggest
school buildings investment programme ever
undertaken. The scheme comes with Guidelines
THAT will soon become industry standard.
Guidelines that will have a big impact on the
way you work. So we decided to produce the
insider’s guide to the guidelines.
By thrislington cubicles.

TRENDS
The days of dark, intimidating
cubicles are coming to an end.
Students can look forward
to more bright, comfortable
environments and even have
a say in how They're designed.

UNISEX AREA
Hand washing areas should
be an extension of the
circulation space and may
be unisex, as experience
has shown this to reduce
the opportunity for
antisocial behaviour.

EQUAL ACCESS
Each cluster of cubicles
to include at least one
wheelchair accesible cubicle.
Ambulent cubicle for disabled
pupils who can walk to be
included where appropriate.

NO LINGERING
Spaces within the toilets
to be kept minimum to
discourage bullying activity
and anti-social behaviour
such as smoking.

THE END OF URINALS
It is better if the use of
urinals is avoided, since
research has shown that
at puberty, boys’ use of
urinals is problematic. They
can contribute to a medical
condition know as ‘shy
bladder syndrome’

PASSIVE SUPERVISION
The toilet blocks should
be positioned opposite
offices, staff work rooms, or
preparation rooms so that
passive supervision can work
throughout the school day.
TROUGHS
Wash troughs are preferable
to individual wash basins
– they are easier to clean,
aesthetically more pleasing,
and reduce the potential for
pupils to flood the toilets.

ATTRACTIVE DESIGN
The toilets should be
designed and fitted out to a
high standard of quality and
aesthetic to encourage pupil
respect and pride in toilets,
hopefully discouraging
vandalism.
AURAL PRIVACY
Increasing the brackground
noise volumes within the
toilet area will increase
privacy.

TOP TEN
TIPS
Among the BSF guidelines are
recommendations that will
fundamentally change the
layout of toilets.
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Ambulant cubicle
Ambulant cubicles should always be
placed in any area with four of more
cubicles. These should have outward
opening doors and always be positioned
next to the wall at the end of a row.

COLOURS and finishes
The floors, walls and cubicles
need to contrast visually so a
visually impaired user can
identify the location of the
walls in relation to the floor.

Small space within
toilet facility
Most anti-social behaviour occurs when
pupils hang around in the toilets. This is
discouraged by reducing the amount of
space within the facility.
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no views directly
into cubicles
Cubicle doors must be at
90 degrees to circulation
route. Common areas can be
viewed without privacy being
jeopardised.

Here’s our preview of the most
important bits to make sure your
school comes top of the class.

Safe, secure and
lockable.
There must be enough cubicles
for all pupils. They must also be
secured with sufficient locking
systems.
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Ambulant cubicle
Ambulant cubicles should always
be placed in any area with four of
more cubicles. These should have
outward opening doors and always
be positioned next to the wall at the
end of a row.
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Pupil involvement
in design and
management
Promote respect by
encouraging the pupils to be
involved in colour and design
choices. Involve pupils in
management of toilet block.
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handwashing area
should be semi visible
The handwashing area should be an
extension of the circulation space.
This allows for passive supervision
of common areas.
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Wash troughs as
opposed to basins
Troughs are easier to clean, they
look better and the opportunity for
pupils to flood the toilets is reduced.

PLAN

glass door separating
handwash & toilet area.
From the hand wash area there
should be a clear view of the area
directly outside the toilet cubicles
to help deter bad behaviour and
vandalism.

SIMPLIFYING YOUR DECISION
How OLD ARE
YOUR PUPILS?

Nursery age

THey’re PRetty
grown up

THEY’RE Not TOO
SMall

HoW TouGH
ARE THE KIDS?

KIDS WILL
BE KIDS

It JUST NEEDS
TO DO THE JOB

It’s nice to keep
an eye on them
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I TEACH IN A
WAR ZONE

THEY’RE
GOOD KIDS

IT HAS TO BE
RIOT PROOF

I LIKE THINGS
BEAUTIFUL

I”LL TREAT THEM
AS ADULTS
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JUNIOR

Lotus

combat

ICON

ICON TALL

STRENGTH

STRENGTH

STRENGTH

STRENGTH

STRENGTH

PRIVACY

PRIVACY

PRIVACY

PRIVACY

PRIVACY

COST

COST

COST

COST

COST

JUNIOR
Unlike our competitors we don’t
just use an existing frame with
a half-height door.
Junior has been sensitively
designed for nursery schools.
kids feel safer in A small space
and teachers AND CARERS can
see they’re OKay.
Now we just need to work on
their aiming problems.

“I would strongly
recommend these
cubicles to any school
for durability and ease
of cleaning”

A
JUNIOR

Liberton School, edinburgh

LAMINATE FACED

SOLID GRADE

EXAMPLE LAYOUT
Placing the cubicles
between walls ensures
the cubicles are as
strong as possible.
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LOTUS
We’ve been installing LOTUS
for more than 20 years and
usually the cubicles outlast
the buildings. we’re proud to
ANNOUNCE thaT the only new
thing about lotus is the NEW
lower price.
LOTUS combines all of the
features you would expect
from us – including our ten
year GUaRantee – BUT at AN
aggressive price point.
Here’s to another 20 years.
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LOTUS
Aluminium top pivot fitted at
low height to maintain pivot
action with anti-fingertrap.
Door height adjustable to suit
application

Adjustable foot with screw
calibrator hidden by bellows
type sleeve. Made from grey
glass filled nylon it also acts
as the hinge pivot.

“I’VE NOTHING TO
SAY ABOUT THE
CUSTOMER SERVICES
DEPARTMENT. MAYBE
THAT’S BECAUSE i’VE
NEVER HAD TO SPEAK
TO THEM IN OVER
10 YEARS”
school name, place- westminster?

COMBAT
The name says it all - Combat’s
built FOR A WAR ZONE .
we’ve been installing combat
for over 20 years in stadiums,
barracks and the toughest
schools and it’s withstood
everytHing thrown at it.
If only we could make all
teachers as tough as this.
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COMBAT
Stainless steel edges the top
and bottom of door. Forming
of vertical seam elements
need for vertical trim.

“IF THEY WERE PEOPLE,
THESE CUBICLES WOULD
BE THE FORWARD LINE OF
THE ALL-BLACKS”
NAME HERE, the university of newcastle

ICON
icon is built with a simple
principle in mind: THe better
designed and fitted out a
room is, the more respect its
users will have for it.
icon is tough enough to last,
but with the elegance you’d
expect from A cubicle system
that's twice the price.
the pupils won’t want to use
any other loo.

ICON
Engineered anodised
aluminium foot and door
pivot; incorporating sealed
bearing, open or closing
mechanism.

Extruded anodised headrail
and extruded profile
aluminium vertical posts.

EXAMPLE LAYOUT
A smaller toilet area reducing
the likelihood of pupils being
able to gather. A handwash area viewable from
common areas enabling
passive supervision. Plus the
required ambulant cubicle
this layout is typical of the
new guidelines.

ICON
TALL
The floor to ceiling system of
icon TALL offers total privacy
to the user.
think of it less like a cubicle,
more like a private room.

ICON
TALL

Engineered anodised
aluminium foot and door
pivot; incorporating sealed
bearing, open or closing
mechanism. Foot creates
small 100mm floor gap.

how’s your
budget?

PANEL
SYSTEMS
we strongly recommend the
installation of our uniQue hinged
sentry system which combines
practicality with clean AND
modern lines.
if YOUR budget is stretched
however, our hung panels will
always fit the bill.

Still just in
the black

It’s in the red

do you need
them to lock?

security is
vital

A BASIC SYSTEM
SUITS ME FINE
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SENTRY

HUNG PANELS

STRENGTH

STRENGTH

SECURITY

SEcUTITY

COST

COST

SENTRY / HuNG PANELS

DIAGRAM
SHOWING
SCREWDRIVER

REMOVING
HUNG PANELS
Infomation on how people
usually use screwdriver
which chips the panel.

VANITY
UNITS

how about
your pipes?

it’s ok if they
Are on show

They need to
be hidden

Do you have
much space ?

The guidelines recommend wash
troughs, but there will always
be demand for vanity units.
We’ve got two standard units
for the traditionalists: profile
and countertop.
and for the slightly more
progressive AMONGST YOU,
we’re also introducing our
corian trough.

they’re
squeezing in

It’s a nice
big room

our kids are
pretty mature

Profile

countertop

Corian
trough

Security

Security

Security

size	

size	

size	

COST

COST

COST

VANITY UNITS

PROFILE

CORIAN TROUGH

COUNTERTOP
Both countertop and profile
vanity units are available with
a solid grade or corian top.

CROSS SECTIONS
The cross sections give a
quick and easy guide as to
the difference between the
three different units.

A WORLD
OF COLOUR
We know what a pain picking from
every colour under the sun can
be, so we’ve kept things simple.
20 colours which can be applied
to any of our laminate products,
in any combination.
For combat there’S FOUR GRP
colours available. for the corian
trough or tops THERE’S EIGHT.
READ ON TO get YOUR creative
juices flowing.

Laminates

Polar White

Folkestone

Dusty Jade

Spectrum Green

Dusty Jade Grafix

Polar White

Folkestone

Dusty Jade

Spectrum Green

Dusty Jade Grafix

Polar White

Folkestone

Dusty Jade

Spectrum Green

Dusty Jade Grafix

Polar White

Folkestone

Dusty Jade

Spectrum Green

Dusty Jade Grafix

GRP Blue

GRP Ivory

GRP Grey

GRP White

GRP Blue

GRP Ivory

GRP Grey

GRP White

GRP Blue

GRP Ivory

GRP Grey

GRP

GRP White

COrian

COLOURS

A: POLAR WHITE
B: GRAPHITE
C: FOLKSTONE

C

A

A: FOG
B: DUSTY JADE GRAFIX
C: POLAR WHITE

C

C

B

A

A: SPECTRUM Red
B: DUSTY JADE GRAFIX
C: POLAR WHITE

A: JUICY PINK
B: blue silk grafix
C: campanula

C

C

BB

B

A

A

A: VOGUS PEAR
B: DUSTY JADE GRAFIX
C: POLAR WHITE

C

B

B

A

A: SPECTRUM GREEN
B: DUSTY JADE GRAFIX
C: POLAR WHITE

C

C

B

A

A: tropical blue
B: blue silk grafix
C: campanula

A: TRICIA
B: DUSTY JADE
C: DUSTY JADE

B

B

A

A

LESSONS
LEARNED
We’ve been in the cubicle business
for over thirty years now and
we like to think that we’ve
learned a thing or two.
This is one of the reasons that
we’re confident enough to offer
ALL OF our PRODUCTS WITH A ten
year MAnufacturing guarantee.

HANDLES
When fixing grab handles/
toilet roll holders/coat hooks
etc, either fix back to back
or use a through fixing for
added strength. Never use
a screw fixing.

between walls
When setting out toilet
cubicles where possible set
out to min 1500mm dividers
ensuring a turning circle
space of 450mm.
When sitting a vanity
unit adjacent to a cubicle
introduce a dividing wall
thus ensuring clean join
lines and strength.

under floor heating
Almost all cubicle systems
require some form of fixing
into the floor structure
for stability. Avoid the use
of underfloor heating to
eliminate the possibility of
damage.

Here are some of the things that
we’ve picked up over the years
which we hope may help.

WALL MOUNTING PANS
When fitting wall hung pans
consider the position of
bottom panel. To avoid any
overhang the panel should be
sited low enough to interface
fully with the specified toilet
pan. Refer to specific pan
manufacturer for heights.

ambulant cubicles
Ideally site ambulant cubicles
at the end of a run, ensuring
the door always opens out
onto a wall, thus eliminating
the possibility of the door
breaking it’s back and
reducing the risk of injury
to pupils.

Floor finish
When considering floor finish
always try to return specified
finish as a skirt detail, thus
creating sealed membrane.
Also ensure top of skirt lines
through with vertical infill.

RECORD OF
ACHIEVEMENT
You’ve probably got the message
about us and what we do by now.
but before we leave you Here’s a
little BIT OF TRUMPET BLOWING.

ENVIROMENT
We’re not just committed
to these guidelines but
committed as a company
to be as environmentally
conscious as possible.
We use sustainable plywood
for the junior cubicle and
and insist that we use only
timber based products with
evidence of a full chain of
custody.

Installation
There’s another reason, aside
from the supreme design
and manufacturing as to why
our cubicles last so long - our
installation team.

Essentially our products
are so well designed and
perform for so long, that
this alone makes them
eminently sustainable.When
we develop new products
we apply the same design
criteria that allow us to offer
our unique 10 year guarantee.

We’ve members that have
been installing our cubicles
for over 25 years. This
experience ensures our
product begins it’s school life
in the best shape possible.
However if you’d rather go
it alone all our products
are available supply and
fit. We’ve even got an
installation DVD staring the
aforementioned fitters to
give you a helping hand.

QUALITY ASSURED
We offer a unique ten year
manufacturing guarantee on
all of our products.

LOCATION
We’re based in North Wales.
We keep our costs down by
producing all of our products
on site. Our team are on the
road all around the UK come
snow or sun.

INDUSTRY AWARDS
Without blowing our own
trumpet too much, we’ve
won quite a lot of awards
from various design and
manufacturing groups over
the years. Including the
Design Management Europe
award last year.

Our guide to bog standards has
been put together to help you
choose the right cubicle system
for your school, for your kids,
for your budget.
We believe passionately that the
level of quality we put into our
products has a direct impact on
kids environments and welfare.
Here’s to their very bright future.
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THE
LAST
WORD.

For further information about our
education range please Contact us:
Thrislington Cubicles
Prince William Avenue
Sandycroft Deeside
Flintshire CH5 2QZ

T +44 (0)1244 520 677
F +44 (0)1244 535 670
E	edu@thrislingtoncubicles.com
www.thrislingtoncubicles.com

